



Have you ever wondered what goes on "behind the scenes" of your favorite 
animated movies? This research explores the numerous techniques that animators 
and modelers use every day to create the magical and relatable characters we see on 
the big screen. Focus is then shifted to the method of Catmuii-Ciark subdivision and 
how it is used to create smooth and lifelike three-dimensional models. Then this 
method is implemented in the configuration of an original model. 
Three-Dimensional Modeling Techniques 
Polygonal 
• A technique of connecting multiple, individual polygons together to form a 
polygon mesh. 
• These meshes are then shaped and manipulated to create three-dimensional 
models. 
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Piecewise splines with a 
parametric representation 
A mesh is created by 
interlacing these splines 
in bivariate directions 
• A combination of polygonal and NURBS modeling; it is now widely considered the 
industry standard 
• First introduced in 1978 by Edwin Catmull and Jim Clark 
• A technique used in computer graphics to create smooth surfaces 
• For use on bi-cubic B-Spline topology; that is, a three-dimensional polygon mesh 
• It was used for the first time theatrically in the Pixar shot film Geri's Game {1997} 
and was so well received that it became and continues to be Pixar's method of 
choice when developing movie characters. 
• It is preferred to use a quadrilateral mesh, but the algorithm can be implemented 
on extraordinary faces as well. 
• Create an original three-dimensional head model with as few faces as possible 
using a program called Autodesk Maya 
• Predict the location of new vertex points after one step of subdivision in a 
localized section of the model 
• Apply Catmuii-Ciark subdivision to the entire head model in order to smooth the 
surface and create a more natural and realistic representation 
• 
1. Given a face, F , with vertices Vv v 2, ... , Vn, the new face point vF is: 
2. Given an edge, E, with endpoints v and wand adjacent faces F1 and F2 the 
new edge point vE is: 
3. New vertex points: 
F 







• F =the average of the new face points (vF 's) of all faces that are adjacent 
to the old vertex 
• E =the avg of the midpoints of all old edges (vE's) incident to the old vertex 
• P =old vertex (v 's) 
• Each new point is then connected by new edges and forms new faces 
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• =Vertex points (v;'s) • = Face points (VF;'s) 
Q = New Vertex points (v;' ' s) ••• ••• ... :·: ... = Edge points (V E;'s) 
• The calculations involved are too extensive to list a complete list. 
• In Maya, the vector information on the location of the original vertex points can 
be analyzed through an internal database. 
• Using these vertex points in the above equations, we were able to predict the 
locations of the new face, edge and vertex points accurately. 
• The subdivision scheme was then administered to the rest of the head model and 




Left: The focal area of the model before subdivision is applied. Right: The same focal area after one round of subdivision. 
Left: Before subdivision Right: After subdivision 
Left: Original model {before subdivision) Right: Final model (after subdivision) 
• After implementing Catmuii-Ciark subdivision, the head model is clearly smoother 
and much more of a representational character. 
• Catmull- Clark subdivision appears to be a very predictable algorithm that very 
effectively manipulates a three-dimensional surface. 
